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Imputing missing groundwater observations
Achiya Dax and Michael Zilberbrand

ABSTRACT
In this paper, we consider the problem of completing missing records of annual water levels. The
water levels records are taken once a year, in a group of neighboring wells. The collected records are
assembled into a data matrix, where each column refers to a different well and each row refers to a
different year. Yet some entries of the matrix are unknown and we want to assign appropriate values
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to these entries. The need for solving such problems arises in many applications, as many models
and programs require a complete set of data. Traditional approaches for handling missing
groundwater records are based on statistical techniques for treating missing data. The current paper
introduces a new approach for solving this problem. One that is able to take advantage of the ‘matrix
structure’ of annual water levels. This type of ‘matrix imputing methods’ has been proved successful
in many modern areas, but it has not yet been tested in hydrology. Special attention is given to the
question of assessing the quality of the imputed water levels. The proposed methods are examined
on a number of test cases.
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INTRODUCTION
The paper considers a network of observation wells which

Table 1). Most reports and models require a complete data

are used for monitoring the hydrologic situation in a certain

matrix as input. That is, a matrix without missing entries.

aquifer. The water levels which are measured in the wells

Thus, even one missing entry may prevent us from using

form the basis of regular reports, numerical modeling,

the collected data. However, as explained below, in practice

water resources assessments, and various research projects.

it is quite common that some entries of the matrix are miss-

Many of these applications are based on annual records of

ing. In this case it is desired to assign ‘appropriate values’ to

data. That is, data records which are collected once a year,

the missing entries. Once all the missing water levels are

at about the same time. In Israel, for example, each year is

imputed, the data matrix can be used for any purpose.

composed of two seasons, a rainy one and a dry one, and

The task of imputing missing values is, therefore, to

the annual records of water levels are measured in October,

design an algorithm that substitutes appropriate values

at the end of the dry season. The term water level refers to

into the missing entries of a given m x n data matrix, A ¼

the height of the water table at a well. Assume that annual

(aij). Other common names of this task are ‘missing values

records of water levels were taken during m years, in a

estimation’, ‘completing missing entries’, ‘matrix com-

group of n neighboring wells. Then the collected data form

pletion’, ‘recovering’, ‘reconstructing’, etc. The need for

an m x n matrix, in which each row refers to a different

completing missing entries of a data matrix is a well

year, and each column refers to a different well. Let A

known problem that arises in many applications. Many inge-

denote the resulting data matrix, and let aij denote the (i,j)

nious algorithms have been proposed and there is vast

entry of A. Then aij gives the water level measured at the

literature on this issue. In particular, the statistical treatment

ith year in the jth well, i ¼ 1, …, m, j ¼ 1, …, n (see

of missing data is a relatively matured area which preceded
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most of the other ﬁelds, e.g., Afifi & Elashoff () or

well from the input list is likely, therefore, to cause a

Dempster et al. (). Other so-called ‘traditional’ ﬁelds

severe distortion to the shape of the computed surface. Simi-

include business reports, psychometrica, biology and

lar distortions may occur when the missing water level is

meteorology. Modern applications arise in machine learn-

considerably higher (or lower) than the other water levels.

ing, data mining, DNA microarray data, computer vision,

A further example is the case when the data are needed

recommender systems, and collaborative ﬁltering. See Dax

for the use of numerical models such as ﬁnite difference or

() for a recent comprehensive survey of imputing

ﬁnite element models. Here the observed water levels are

methods. Most of the methods consider the imputing pro-

used in the calibration process, to test the quality of the pro-

blem within the context of a speciﬁc application. The

posed model, and for setting initial and boundary

current research concentrates on imputing methods which

conditions. In this case it is often necessary to transfer the

are able to take advantage of the special features that charac-

data collected on a network of observation wells into a

terize annual records of water levels.

mesh of cells or elements which constitute the model. Usually

There are several reasons for having missing records of

each cell (or element) is associated with a small number of

water levels. One comes from human factors such as short-

neighboring wells, and the water level at the cell is deﬁned

age of manpower, illness, strikes, typing errors, etc. A

as a certain weighted average of the water levels in these

second stems from (unexpected) technical difﬁculties, such

wells. This averaging operation is often done by some compu-

as technical faults in the measuring equipment, blocked

ter program which does not take into account the effect of

roads, cars breakdown, etc. Another difﬁculty comes from

missing observations. So missing data are likely to cause

the fact that water levels should be measured in a rest situ-

either a breakdown or serious malformation to the output.

ation. This means that pumping from the well should be

Missing water level observations are expected to cause

stopped a number of hours before taking the measurement.

similar difﬁculties in almost any monitoring system that is

Yet in practice this is not always possible. Otherwise, when

based on a permanent network of observation wells. The

the stop is too short, the measured water level provides erro-

number of observation wells that constitute such a network

neous information. Hence, the recorded water levels are

can be quite large. For example, the Hydrological Service of

always examined and searched for outliers and other types

Israel stores and updates records of over 6000 wells, which

of suspicious records. Once we ﬁnd an erroneous data we

are used for monitoring the hydrological regime in several

delete it. Then it is necessary to substitute a ‘correct’ value

aquifers. In the past the majority of these wells were

instead of the wrong one.

measured monthly. But twenty years ago the monitoring

The requirement for a complete set of data is typical to

policy has been changed, and since then in most of the

several applications. Consider, for example, the plotting of

wells water levels are measured only twice a year: Once in

a contour map of the water levels surface. Recall that con-

the spring and once in the autumn. (However, a small per-

tour maps provide a useful tool for studying the behavior

centage of important wells are still monitored on a

of an aquifer. In particular, a contour map enables us to

monthly basis.) The reasons for this change of policy are

draw stream lines, to compute gradients, and to detect the

two: ﬁrst, a lack of manpower and budget; second, the

main ﬂow directions. A comparison of two consecutive con-

belief that reports and models that are based on annual

tour maps enables us to see how the groundwater surface

records of data are satisfactory for most purposes. (A similar

changes from one year to another, and allows us to compute

policy is used in sampling concentrations of chloride and

the relevant changes in the storage volume of the aquifer.

nitrate in wells. These samples are taken once a year,

Nowadays contour mapping is often done by a computer-

during the dry season.)

ized plotting system whose input is a list of triplets, where

Note that there is substantial difference between the

each triplet contains the coordinates and the water level of

imputing of monthly records of water levels and the imput-

one well. If one well is located far from the other wells

ing of annual records. Assume for a moment that we have

then the water level in this well has a great effect on the

monthly records of water levels in a certain well, which

shape of the computed water table surface. Deleting the

were measured during m consecutive years, but contain a
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small percentage of missing records. Recall that monthly

denote the set of all real m x n matrices, B ¼ (bij), whose

collected water levels are expected to show clear seasonal

rank is at most k. (The nature of such matrices is clariﬁed

behavior, i.e. increasing during the rainy season and

in the coming sections.) Then the constructed rank-k

decreasing during the dry season. The seasonal pattern,

approximation is often aimed at solving the least-squares

and the fact that we have nearly m x 12 records per well,

problem

enable us to complete the missing records in a certain well
by relying only on its own records (Dax , and references

minimize F(B) ¼ Σ(aij  bij )2

(1a)

subject to B ∈ Bk ,

(1b)

therein). However, when having (at most) one record per
year, the information gathered in one well is not sufﬁcient
for reliable imputing of the missing records. Consequently
we are forced to rely on relevant information from neighboring wells, while the neighboring wells may also suffer from
missing records. This raises the need for solving the above
matrix completion problem.

where the sum in (1b) is restricted to the set of known entries
Ω ¼ {(i, j)jaij is known}:

(2)

The traditional treatment of missing data in hydrology is
based on statistical methods. For example, autoregressive tech-

Let the matrix Bk denote a computed solution of Problem

niques for time series, or geostatistical techniques, like kriging,

(1). Then, once Bk is computed, the missing entries of A are

for spatial data. Nowadays statistical computing packages, like

replaced with the corresponding entries of Bk.

SAS, SPSS or R include built-in programs that achieve imput-

The implementation of the above approach raises two

ing. (For example, R users can choose between Amelia, Mice,

issues. First we need an effective algorithm for computing

and mitools.) Hence it is always tempting to use an off-the-shelf

a rank-k approximation. Second, we need to ﬁnd a suitable

package. Indeed, in some cases we obtain reasonably good

value of k. The last problem is closely related to the question

results. Yet, as explained in the next section, the statistical

of how to determine the number of principle components

approach has certain limitations.

(principle factors) of a data matrix, e.g., Howard &

In this paper we propose a different approach. A ‘matrix

Gordon (), Jackson (), Peres-Neto et al. () and

imputing’ approach that takes advantage of matrix proper-

Ledesma & Valero-Mora (). Yet, when A has missing

ties that can be derived from the matrix at hand. This

entries we face a further difﬁculty: As k increases behind a

approach has been proved very successful in several

certain threshold, the number of degrees of freedom in

modern ﬁelds, such as machine learning, data mining,

Problem (1) exceeds the number of known entries. At this

DNA microarrays data, computer vision, recommender sys-

point the solution of Problem (1) loses its uniqueness and

tems, and collaborative ﬁltering. However, as far as we

the quality of the imputed values starts to deteriorate. A

know, it has not yet been tested in hydrology. One aim of

further aim of the paper is to illustrate this phenomenon

this paper is, therefore, to introduce this approach, to

and to outline an effective solution method.

explain the main ideas behind the method, and to illustrate

The solution proposed in this paper is based on three

how it works. This is achieved by describing the leading

innovations. The ﬁrst one is an improved building process

algorithms that characterize this method. Numerical exper-

that generates a sequence of matrices, B1, B2, …, Bk, …,

iments demonstrate the usefulness of this approach in the

where Bk is a rank-k matrix that solves Problem (1). The

context of missing groundwater data.

building process is based on a new minimization procedure

The new approach achieves imputing by constructing a

that uses Bk as a starting point for the computation of Bkþ1.

low-rank approximation of A. Let k denote the rank of the

This results in a considerable saving of computing efforts.

desired approximation, and let

The second innovation regards the construction of a ‘virtual
objective function’ that measures the quality of the imputed

Bk ¼ {BjB ∈ R m x n , rank (B)  k}
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numbers, V1, V2, …, Vk, …, where Vk reﬂects the ability of

the data and the nature of the missing entries. For example,

Bk to estimate the missing entries in A. The smaller is Vk,

in maximum likelihood expectation-maximization (EM)

the better imputing we have. The third innovation is an

methods, and in multiple imputing methods, it is common

effective rule for choosing an optimal value of k. As we

to assume that the entries of the matrix are generated by

shall see, the virtual objective function decreases in the

some known probabilistic distribution function (such as

ﬁrst steps. Yet, as k increases behind a certain point, the

multivariate normal distribution). In contrast, matrix

values of Vk starts to increase. The optimal imputing is

methods make no assumptions of this kind. Moreover,

obtained, therefore, for the smallest value of Vk.

annual water levels are not expected to obey such

The plan of the paper is as follows. The Methodology

assumptions.

section is divided into three parts. The ﬁrst part explains

Another type of assumption regards the missingness

the main differences between the traditional statistical

mechanism that determines the locations of the missing

approach and the current matrix approach. The second

entries. Here it is common to distinguish between ‘not miss-

part outlines some of the leading matrix algorithms. There

ing at random’, ‘missing at random’, and ‘missing completely

are several ways to compute a rank-k approximation. This

at random’ (Dempster et al. ; Little & Rubin ;

can be done by direct solution of Problem (1), or by solving

Allison ). Again, in matrix methods there is no need

a closely related problem. In our review the focus is on

in such characterization, while missing water levels are

methods that are most suitable for groundwater data. Start-

not expected to obey these classiﬁcations.

ing from averaging methods we describe some basic
imputing algorithms, including Iterative Column Regression

The main difference between the statistical approach
and the matrix approach lies in their goals.

(ICR), k – Nearest Neighbor (KNN) impute, and iterative

Matrix methods have one aim: To provide ‘suitable’

Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) impute. Then we

values for the missing entries. In contrast, the ultimate

move to consider recently proposed methods such as rank

aim of statistical analysis is to produce reliable estimates

minimization, and nuclear norm minimization. The third

of statistical parameters that characterize the data, such

part of the Methodology section introduces a new matrix

as means, variances, correlations, covariances, principle

method that combines the three innovations that we men-

components, and so on. If this task can be satisﬁed without

tioned above. The basic building block of the new method

assigning values to missing entries, then the analysis is car-

is a simple algorithm that computes a rank-one approxi-

ried out without achieving imputing. Consequently,

mation of matrix. The usefulness of the proposed scheme

‘listwise deletion’ is the default option in most of the stat-

is illustrated on a number of typical test cases.

istical software packages. In matrix terminology, listwise
deletion means that we simply delete any row with missing
entries. Clearly, this is not a reasonable solution for our

METHODOLOGY

problem. Yet the simplicity of this method makes it a popular option in many statistical applications. For example, as

Statistical imputing of missing values

reported in Tsikriktsis (), an inspection of 103 research
articles shows that listwise deletion is heavily used in oper-

The analysis of sample surveys is a major task in statistics.

ations management surveys. However, listwise deletion

The problem of nonresponse in surveys is an inherent difﬁ-

may lead to inaccurate estimates of statistical parameters,

culty that hinders users from achieving accurate analysis.

especially when the data fail to satisfy the ‘missing comple-

The statistical treatment of missing data is motivated, there-

tely at random’ assumption. Thus, from the statistical point

fore, by the need to solve this problem, which leads to

of view, the reason for conducting imputation is to gain

several differences between the statistical approach and

improved estimates of the desired parameters. Moreover,

the proposed matrix approach.

in many methods the computed values are not guaranteed

One feature that characterizes statistical imputing is that

to help in other applications. For example, Allison ()

the methods rely on statistical assumptions on the origin of

gives the following warning about the use of imputed
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values that are obtained in the maximum likelihood

description is based on standard terms and techniques of

method:

numerical computing. No assumptions are made on the statistical nature of the observed data.

‘The principle output from this algorithm is the set of
maximum likelihood estimates of the means, variances,
and covariances. Although imputed values are generated

Averaging methods

as part of the estimation process, it is not recommended
that these values be used in any other analysis.’

Let α denote the average value of the known entries in A. The
simplest way of imputing is, perhaps, substituting each miss-

In statistical terminology, methods like mean substitution,

ing entry of A by α. This mean-imputing method is useful in

hot-deck imputation, and EM, are classiﬁed as single imputa-

handling random matrices, whose entries are considered as

tion methods, since here each missing entry is assigned a

random numbers that obey the same probabilistic distri-

single value. These methods have certain advantages over

bution. However, the mean-imputing method is not suitable

listwise deletion, but are liable to suffer from certain draw-

for groundwater data. Assume, for example, that a certain

backs. For example, mean substitution is likely to produce

row of A refers to a rainy year. Then the (missing) water

smaller estimates of the variance. The multiple-imputing

levels in this row are expected to exceed α. Similarly, consider

approach is designed to avoid biased estimates (Little &

the case when certain column of A refers to a well whose

Rubin ; Rubin ). In this method the values of the miss-

water levels are considerably lower than those of the other

ing entries are randomly drawn from a given probabilistic

wells. Then the (missing) water levels in this column are

distribution. Usually a multivariate normal distribution

expected to stay below the overall average.

which is supplied by the user. Once all the missing entries

The above examples suggest that the basic mean imputing

in the matrix attain values, the algorithm computes the

method can be modiﬁed in a number of ways. In ‘row-averaging’

desired set of statistical parameters. This process of random

the missing entries in a certain row are replaced by the mean

draws and analysis is repeated ℓ times, generating ℓ matrices

value of the known entries in this row. Similarly, in ‘column-

with ℓ sets of parameters. Typically ℓ is a small integer

averaging’ the missing entries in a certain column are replaced

between 3 and 10. Then the ﬁnal estimates of the parameters

by the mean value of the known entries in this column. Combin-

are obtained by taking means over the ℓ sets. This process

ing the two methods gives an ‘additive model’ of the form

generates an improved set of statistical parameters, as well
as some indication on the accuracy of these parameters. Simi-

aij ¼ yi þ wj þ εij ,

i ¼ 1, . . . , m,

j ¼ 1, . . . , n,

(3)

larly, values for the missing entries can be obtained by
averaging the corresponding entries in the ℓ matrices. How-

where wj denotes the average water level at the jth well, yi

ever, as noted above, the assumption that water levels

reﬂects the changes during the ith year, and εij denotes the

behave like random draws is somewhat doubtful.

model error. The parameters of the additive model are easily
found by solving the least-squares problem

A review of existing matrix imputing methods
minimize f (y1 , . . . , ym , w1 , . . . , wn ) ¼ Σ(aij  yi  wj )2 ,

(4)

Below we describe some popular algorithms and explain the
main ideas behind these methods. The review is not exten-

where the sum is restricted to known entries of A. See Dax

sive and many good methods have been left unmentioned.

() for details. The additive model is often modiﬁed in the

It is aimed to serve as a short introduction into the concept

form

of matrix-imputing methods, with a focus on methods that
are suitable for handling annual records of water levels.

aij ¼ α þ yi þ wj þ εij ,

i ¼ 1, . . . , m,

All the methods share the same aim: To complete the
missing entries of a given m x n data matrix, A ¼ (aij). The
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~ by
(b) Let the m x (n  1) matrix Aj be obtained from A
~
deleting the jth column of A.
~
(c) Let the m–vector b denote the jth column of A.
(d) Compute x*, the minimum norm solution of the linear

where here yi can be interpreted as the intensity of rain

least-squares problem

during the ith year. The parameters are found by solving

minimize jjAj x  bjj22 :

the related least-squares problem

|

(e) Compute the m-vector d ¼ Aj x*.
2

minimize f(y1 , . . . , ym , w1 , . . . , wn ) ¼ Σ(aij  yi wj ) ,

(7)

(f) Set new trial values to the missing entries in the jth
column of A. The new values are those of the corre-

where the sum is restricted to known entries of A. An algor-

sponding entries in d.

ithm for solving (7) is described later in this paper. Once the

In statistician’s eyes the above algorithm can be viewed

model parameters are computed, the unknown entries of A

as descendant of the statistical EM approach. Yet it is not

attain the predicted values.

clear whether the iterative process always converges, nor

Let y ¼ (y1, …, ym)T and w ¼ (w1, …, wn)T denote the corre-

what properties a limit point has. Another related question

sponding vectors of unknowns. Let e ¼ (1, 1, …, 1)T denote a

is how the initial trial values of the unknown entries affect

vector of ones whose length is either m or n, depending on

the limit point. The experiments in Hastie et al. ()

the context. Recall that w denotes a column vector, wT ¼

reveal a slow rate of convergence (as is typical of the EM),

(w1, …, wn) denotes a row vector, and the product y wT

but the imputed values are satisfactory. A similar behavior

deﬁnes an m x n rank-one matrix whose (i,j) entry equals

is observed in our experiments.

yi wj, i ¼ 1, …, m, j ¼ 1, …, n. With these notations at hand the

The ICR algorithm is based on the assumption that we

six averaging schemes mentioned above are essentially low-

have a small group of neighboring wells whose water

rank approximations of A regarding the matrices α e eT, y eT,

levels behave in a similar way. So regressing one well against

e wT, y eT þ e wT, y eT þ e wT þ α e eT, and y wT, respectively.

the others is likely to provide good results. However, if we

These observations suggest that higher rank approximations

have a large group of wells, from various places in the aqui-

are likely to produce smaller model errors. Yet, averaging

fer, there is no point in regressing one well against all the

schemes are often used to compute starting values for the

others. In this case the regression should be restricted to a

more sophisticated methods that are described below.

smaller group of wells. This idea motivates the next method.

Iterative column regression (ICR)

K Nearest Neighbors (KNN) imputing

This method is most suitable to cases where the number of

The KNN algorithm is a simple method that is able to

years, m, is considerably larger than the number of wells, n.

handle a large number of wells. It relies on the assumption

As its name says, ICR is an iterative algorithm. It starts by set-

that for each well with missing entries we can ﬁnd a small

ting initial trial values to the missing entries of A. Then these

group of neighboring wells. The method is not iterative. It

values are updated during the iterative process. The basic iter-

achieves only one sweep over the columns of A, considering

ation is composed of n steps, where the jth step updates the

one column at a time.

values of the missing entries in the jth column, j ¼ 1, …, n.
This is achieved by regressing the jth column against the
other columns of A. The details are given below.
The jth step of the basic iteration, j ¼ 1, …, n.
~ denote the current m x n matrix at the beginning
(a) Let A
of the jth step.
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These columns are used to construct an m x k matrix, Aj.

where || . ||F denotes Frobenius matrix norm. As in Problem

(c) Compute a k-vector d that estimates b. (Usually d is a

(1), Bk denotes the set of all m x n matrices whose rank is at

weighted average of the k nearest neighbors.)
(d) Set the missing entries in b to be the corresponding
entries of d.

most k. Recall that the Frobenius norm of a matrix G ¼ (gij)
satisﬁes ‖G‖2F ¼ Σ(gij)2, where the sum is over all the entries
of the matrix. For detailed discussion of the SVD and its
properties, see Golub & Van Loan ().

The above four steps are repeated for each column of A.
Thus for each column we construct a different matrix of

The basic iteration:

‘neighboring’ columns, and a different simulating vector, d.

(a) Given an admissible matrix, Aℓ, compute Tk(Aℓ).

Usually the number of neighbors, k, is determined in

(b) Compute a new admissible matrix Aℓþ1. The entries of

advance. A typical value of k lies between 4 and 10. It is

Aℓþ1 which refer to missing entries in A obtain the

also helpful to assign initial trial values to the missing entries.

values of the corresponding entries in Tk(Aℓ).

This simpliﬁes the implementation of steps (b) and (c).
For further discussions of this method see Hastie et al.
(), Troyanskaya et al. (), and Kim et al. ().

The iterative SVD algorithm is another example of a
method that descends from the EM framework. It alternates
between the imputing process (expectation) and the SVD computation (maximization). The success of the method depends

Iterative SVD imputing

on proper choices of k and the starting matrix. A common

The iterative SVD method generates a sequence of admissible matrices, Aℓ, ℓ ¼ 1,2, …, where Aℓþ1 is obtained by
computing a SVD of Aℓ. The term ‘admissible’ refers to
~ ¼ (a
~ij ), which is obtained from A by subany m x n matrix, A
stituting some trial values into the missing entries of A. That
~ij ¼ aij when aij is known. Let
is, a

way to compute A1 is by applying an averaging scheme. It is
shown in Dax () that the related sequence of objective
functions values is monotonic decreasing, which suggests
that the sequence Tk(Aℓ) may converge toward a solution of
Equation (1.1). For further discussions of this method see
Hastie et al. (), Troyanskaya et al. (), Friedland et al.
(a, b), and Kurucz et al. ().

A‘ ¼ U S VT
denote a computed SVD of Aℓ. Then the matrices U ¼ [u1,
…, un] and V ¼ [v1, …, vn] have orthonormal columns, and
S ¼ diag{σ1, …, σn} is a diagonal matrix. The diagonal entries
of S are called singular values and assumed to satisfy

Using the SVD, we are able to construct a rank-k Truncated SVD of Aℓ. Let the matrices Uk ¼ [u1, …, uk], Vk ¼ [v1,
…, vk] and Sk ¼ diag{σ1, …, σk} be obtained from the ﬁrst columns of U, V, and S, respectively. Then the rank-k matrix
Tk (A‘ ) ¼

¼

σ 1 u1 vT1

This method achieves imputing by solving the rank minimization problem
rank(B)

(8a)

subject to B ∈ A,

(8b)

minimize

σ 1  σ 2  . . .  σ n  0:

Uk Sk VTk

Rank minimization

þ

σ 2 u2 vT2

þ ::: þ

σ k uk vTk

where A denotes the set of all admissible matrices. The rank
function, rank(B), provides the rank of B. (If B is a full rank
matrix rank(B) ¼ n, if B is a rank-one matrix rank(B) ¼ 1, and
so forth.) The motivation behind this approach comes from
imputing problems in which the original data constitute a

is called a Truncated SVD of Aℓ , and this matrix solves the

large low-rank matrix with a small percentage of known entries.

minimum norm problem

The Netﬂix prize competition (www.netﬂixprize.com) is, per-

minimize ρ(B) ¼ jjA‘  Bjj2F

haps, the most celebrated problem of this kind. Direct

subject to B ∈ Bk ,

the combinatorial nature of the rank function. This difﬁculty
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motivates the nuclear norm minimization approach, which is

approximation of a matrix with missing entries. This algor-

considered in the next section. A different way to solve (8)

ithm is used in the solution of (1) and enables efﬁcient

stems from the following observation whose proof is given

construction of (10).

in Dax (). For k ¼ 1, …, n, let the rank-k matrix Bk solve
Problem (1). Then there exists a rank index, k*, that satisﬁes
F(Bk) > 0 for k ¼ 1, …, ,k*  1, and F(Bk) ¼ 0 for k ¼ k*, …, n.
That is, k* is the ﬁrst rank index for which F(Bk) ¼ 0. Further-

Computing a rank-one approximation

more, the matrix Bk* solves (8). It follows, therefore, that the

Recall that a rank-one m x n matrix has the form u vT, where

rank minimization problem (8) can be solved by computing

u ¼ (u1, u2, …, um)T and v ¼ (v1, v2, …, vn)T. Observe that the

the sequence B1, …, Bk*. Methods for building this sequence

(i, j) entry of this matrix equals uivj. In this case, when k ¼ 1,

are considered in the following sections.

the least-squares problem (1) is reduced to

Nuclear norm minimization

minimize f(u, v) ¼ Σ(aij  ui vj )2 ,

This approach is also aimed at solving large imputing prob-

where the sum is over the known entries of A. Below we

lems in which the data matrix is known to be a low-rank

describe a simple iterative algorithm for solving this

matrix. The method achieves imputing by computing an

problem.

admissible matrix that solves the minimum norm problem

(11)

Let uℓ-1 and vℓ-1 denote the current estimate of the solution at the beginning of the ℓ-th iteration. Then the ℓth

minimize

jjBjjν

(9a)

iteration, ℓ ¼ 1, 2, …, is composed of the following two
steps.

subject to B ∈ A,

(9b)

Step 1 – Given vℓ-1 ¼ (ν1, ν2, …, νn)T the vector uℓ ¼ (μ1,
μ2, …, μm)T is obtained by solving the least-squares problem

where ||B||ν denotes the nuclear norm of B, which is the sum
of its singular values. The replacement of (8) with (9) is

minimize ϕ(μ1 , μ2 , . . . , μm ) ¼ Σ(aij  μi ν j )2 ,

advocated by Candes & Recht (), who suggest solving
(9) via semideﬁnite programming. Recent nuclear norm

where the sum is over all the known entries of A. That is

methods replace (9) with ‘regularized’ versions of this problem, which enables the use of more efﬁcient solution
methods, e.g., Ma et al. () or Mazumder et al. ().

μi ¼

Σaij ν j
Σ(ν j )2

,

i ¼ 1, . . . , m,

(12)

where the two sums in (12) are over j indices of known

A new matrix imputing method

entries in the ith row.

We shall ﬁnish the discussion of matrix methods by presenting a new method of this kind. As before, the matrix Bk
denotes a computed solution of (1). The idea is to build
the sequence

Step 2 – Given uℓ ¼ (μ1, μ2, …, μm)T, the vector vℓ ¼ (ν1,
ν2, …, νn)T is obtained by solving the least-squares problem
minimize ψ(ν 1 , ν 2 , . . . , ν n ) ¼ Σ(aij  μi ν j )2 ,
where the sum is over all the known entries of A. That is

B1 , B2 , . . . , Bk1 , Bk , . . .

(10)
νj ¼

by using Bk-1 to compute Bk. The building process stops at

Σaij μi
Σ(μi )2

,

j ¼ 1, . . . , n,

(13)

an optimal value for k. The basic building block is a

where the two sums in (13) are over i indices of known

simple iterative algorithm that computes a rank-one

entries in the jth column.
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Observe that minimizing f(u,v) by changing one

The ﬁrst step is to compute a rank-one matrix, yk wTk .

variable at a time, results in the same basic iteration. Deﬁne

This task is carried out by solving the rank-one problem

fℓ ¼ f (uℓ,vℓ) then, clearly, fℓ  fℓþ1  0 for ℓ ¼ 1, 2, …, and

(11), using the matrix A – Bk-1 instead of A. Once (11) is

the sequence {fℓ} converges.

solved we build the rank-k matrix
H1 ¼ Bk1 þ yk wTk

Computing a rank-k approximation

¼ y1 wT1 þ y2 wT2 þ . . . þ yk1 wTk1 þ yk wTk :

(16)

In this section we describe a simple iterative algorithm for

Then (1) is solved by the SROM algorithm (or any other

calculating a matrix Bk that solves (1). The lth iteration,

method) with H1 as its starting point. In this way the matrix

ℓ ¼ 1, 2, …, starts with an m x n matrix
H‘ ¼ u1 vT1 þ u2 vT2 þ . . . þ uk vTk

H1 provides a good starting point for the iterative algorithm
(14)

that solves (1).
A second advantage of this process lies in the infor-

and ends with the matrix Hℓþ1 that has a similar form. Note

mation contained in the related sequence of ‘formal

that (14) is the general form of an m x n matrix whose rank

objective function’ values

is, at most, k. Hence the actual objective function that we minimize is obtained from (1) by writing B as the sum (14). The
basic iteration is composed of k steps. At the jth step, j ¼ 1,
…, k, only the jth rank-one matrix uj vTj is changed, while the
other rank-one matrices are kept ﬁxed. The change in uj vTj


Fk ¼

F(Bk )
ν

1=2
, k ¼ 1, 2, . . . ,

(17)

where ν denotes the number of known entries in A. Note
that Fk is the root mean squared error of the least-squares

attempts to minimize the objective function with respect to

problem (1). Hence the value of Fk provides the average

this matrix. This minimization is carried out by using the algor-

difference between known entries of A and the correspond-

ithm for solving (11) with the matrix A  H‘ þ uj vTj instead of A.

ing entries of Bk. Furthermore, the deﬁnition of this

The iteration (12)–(13) starts with the current values of uj and

sequence implies that

vj. This ensures that the objective function is successively
decreasing from step to step and from iteration to iteration.
The above algorithm is called Successive Rank-One
Modiﬁcations (SROM). It is, perhaps, the simplest way to

F1  F2  . . .  Fk  . . .  Fn ¼ 0:

(18)

Below we derive a similar technique that enables us to
assess the quality of the imputed entries.

solve (1). Other methods for solving this problem include
the Alternating Least Squares (ALS) algorithm, and the
methods of Newton, Gauss-Newton, and Wiberg, e.g. Dax
(, ) and Chen & Suter (). A major factor that

Assessing the quality of the imputed entries: the use of a
‘virtual objective function’

effects the efﬁciency of the algorithm is the choice of the
We have seen that Fk reﬂects the distance between known

starting point. This issue is resolved below.

entries of A and the corresponding entries of Bk. It is tempting to think that Fk is also reﬂecting the ability of Bk to
An improved building process

assess the unknown part of A. However, a small value of
Fk does not guarantee that the entries of Bk provide a

We now describe a useful modiﬁcation of the computational
process that builds the sequence (10). The ﬁrst matrix, B1, is
obtained by solving (11). Then, for k ¼ 2, 3, …, the matrix Bk

good estimate for the unknown entries of A. Moreover, as
k increases behind a certain value, the number of degrees
of freedom in (1) exceeds the number of known entries. At

is obtained from Bk-1 in the following way. The matrix Bk-1 is

this point the solution of (1) loses its uniqueness, and the

presented as the sum of k1 rank-one matrices,

quality of the imputed values starts to deteriorate. (The

Bk1 ¼ y1 wT1 þ y2 wT2 þ . . . þ yk1 wTk1 :
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(16) of a rank-k matrix.) Yet, in spite of this deterioration,

entries of the test set are randomly chosen from the

the values of Fk continue to decrease. This difﬁculty raises

known entries of A.

the need for another objective function that is able to
assess the quality of the imputed entries.

Determining an optimal rank

For this purpose we introduce the concept of a ‘virtual
objective function’. In order to explain the main idea behind

Below we outline a simple rule for determining a value of k

this concept we assume for a moment that the ‘true’ values

for which Bk achieves the best imputing. Once we decide on

of the missing entries in A are known. With this assumption

the value of k, the unknown entries of A are replaced by the

at hand, the virtual objective function is deﬁned as

corresponding entries of Bk. The basic tools for achieving

V(B) ¼ Σ(aij bij )2 ,

(19)

this goal are the related sequences of formal and virtual
objective functions values.

where the last sum is restricted to the set of missing entries.

We have seen that the sequence of formal objective

Then, in analogy to (17), we deﬁne the related sequence of vir-

function values is always monotonic decreasing. In contrast,
the virtual objective function values, V1, V2, …, stop to

tual objective function values

Vk ¼

V(Bk )
μ

decrease after a few iterations. The ‘optimal’ value of k is

1=2
,

k ¼ 1, 2, . . . ,

(20)

where μ denotes the number of missing entries in A. Thus Vk

that for which Vk attains its smallest value. Usually a brief
inspection of the two sequences is sufﬁcient for determining
a suitable value of k.

measures the average deviation between the missing entries of
A and the corresponding entries of Bk. The smaller Vk is, the
better imputing we have. The sequence (20) enables us to see

NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

how the quality of the imputed entries changes with k. Usually
the quality is expected to improve in the ﬁrst steps, but the

In this section we present the results of some experiments

value of Vk stops to decrease after a number of steps (for

with the proposed imputing methods. The algorithms were

the reasons mentioned above). See Tables 3–5 in the next sec-

programmed in Fortran, using double precision arithmetic

tion. Let k* denote a value of k at which Vk attains its smallest

with round off unit about 1016. The water level matrices

value. Then Bk* achieves the best imputing.

are taken from the archive of the Hydrological Service of

However, in real life applications, the ‘true’ values of

Israel and represent typical cases of missing records. As

the missing entries are never known, so the deﬁnition

before, each data matrix, A ¼ (aij), has m rows and n col-

of the virtual objective function needs some amendments.

umns, where aij denotes the measured water level (if

The modiﬁed deﬁnition is based on a small test set of entries

available) at the end of the ith hydrological year in the jth

which are chosen from the known entries of A. These

well. Thus each matrix contains the measured data during

entries are removed from the list of known entries and

m years in a group of n neighboring wells. The names of

added to the list of unknown entries. Then the value of Fk

the water level matrices come from the area in which the

in (17) is computed according to the new list. Similarly, Vk

wells are located. The ﬁrst three groups of wells, Rehovot,

is computed by using (19) with the test set, while the value

Shiﬂat Lod and Rishon, are located in the coastal aquifer

of μ in (20) gives the number of entries in the test set.

of Israel. The other three groups, Ein Kerem, Yartan 4,

The idea of using formal and virtual objective functions
is borrowed from the statistical Cross-Validation method.

and Yartan 5, are located in the Yarkon-Taninim (‘Yartan’)
mountain aquifer of Israel.

However, it seems to be a new idea in the context of

The details of the data matrices are summarized in

groundwater imputing. The theory behind this method

Table 2. The reading of this table is quite straightforward.

attempts to answer the questions of how many entries to

Consider for example the third column, which considers

include in the test set, and how to choose the test entries

the ‘Rishon’ matrix. Then this matrix has n ¼ 6 columns,

from among the known ones. In our experiments the

and m ¼ 46 rows, while the number of missing entries, μ,
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A typical water-level matrix with missing entries (the Ein Kerem matrix)

Water level (m)
Row

Year

Well 1

1

1960

484.35

Well 2

Well 3

Well 4

Well 5

Well 6

2

1961

448.88

448.88

3

1962

446.48

445.53

484.10

4

1963

400.06

400.06

410.74

478.68

491.24

5

1964

405.11

404.70

443.99

482.26

494.46

6

1965

433.15

406.48

7

1966

413.23

400.96

442.06

476.02

496.31

471.17

8

1967

425.09

407.25

440.98

482.28

506.08

473.31

9

1968

443.76

449.89

483.99

492.37

474.50

10

1969

439.32

450.35

481.25

489.17

471.48

11

1970

421.91

403.64

442.06

474.69

488.56

463.43

12

1971

402.45

402.03

438.63

472.61

488.60

469.54

13

1972

403.66

403.19

437.29

473.21

499.13

467.34

14

1973

418.28

401.33

436.49

469.40

497.08

466.08

15

1974

436.18

410.54

16

1975

426.25

407.06

442.40

17

1976

412.70

401.61

18

1977

412.67

400.12

19

1978

423.67

20

1979

21

485.15
486.25

490.90

498.62

474.85

468.92

498.75

470.43

434.76

461.34

505.58

463.60

435.51

464.18

503.88

465.04

399.04

432.27

460.23

506.27

459.95

398.58

398.33

429.79

451.04

500.23

463.10

1980

427.71

406.89

441.83

467.04

494.76

468.29

22

1981

420.53

404.72

439.96

459.25

501.68

473.08

23

1982

414.50

401.71

436.22

459.84

501.39

466.23

24

1983

436.57

411.73

452.51

475.89

497.89

476.70

25

1984

422.53

404.33

439.86

463.84

495.20

471.46

26

1985

416.22

402.51

437.71

467.40

502.16

468.77

27

1986

426.45

400.11

432.46

460.67

28

1987

414.89

402.00

436.64

469.26

491.70

462.79

29

1988

422.58

406.08

434.85

478.96

505.79

474.99

30

1989

419.28

405.19

438.24

470.56

488.63

469.57

31

1990

415.23

403.53

436.55

465.87

487.86

466.15

32

1991

413.02

401.74

436.18

462.17

487.32

462.51

33

1992

444.03

417.26

457.50

485.75

502.82

480.75

34

1993

443.17

423.96

454.76

484.81

513.12

480.25

35

1994

427.78

397.73

452.28

475.85

489.40

477.23

36

1995

425.36

398.45

447.08

476.23

488.83

471.45

37

1996

421.95

406.48

442.83

475.30

492.14

471.59

38

1997

422.56

405.78

442.26

476.83

493.93

471.30

39

1998

419.13

403.83

439.94

476.25

488.60

472.74

40

1999

410.46

402.25

436.31

470.97

41

2000

407.18

399.49

432.32

466.65

489.18

465.81

42

2001

406.51

399.43

432.98

468.98

488.91

467.07

43

2002

428.90

403.08

440.47

481.17

488.84

471.67

44

2003

435.94

409.53

449.82

485.54

510.70

479.46

45

2004

422.58

405.56

441.78

482.02

489.05

472.81

46

2005

424.97

404.73

433.76

475.3
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equals 17. Note that the matrices Yartan 4 and Yartan 5 con-

which are randomly chosen from the known entries of A.

tain no missing entries.

The actual number of missing entries is, therefore, μ þ τ.

The imputing methods that we have tested include three
methods: the additive model, the ICR method, and the new

The other m*n – (μ þ τ) entries are used for constructing
the formal objective function.

algorithm, the Improved Building Process. The last method

The matrix B0 denotes the null matrix, a matrix with

builds a sequence B1, B2, …, where Bk is a rank-k matrix that

zero entries. The formal and the virtual values obtained

solves (1). (We have not tested the KNN imputing because it

for this matrix enable us to assess the improvement made

is mainly aimed at handling larger sets of wells.)

by the tested methods. In additive model imputing

The data in Tables 3–5 provide the corresponding values

the related formal and virtual values are computed by

of formal and virtual objective functions. The virtual objective

using the resulting rank-2 matrix, y eT þ e wT þ α e eT,

function is deﬁned by constructing a test set made of τ entries,

instead of Bk. The ICR method does not produce an

Table 2

|

The water levels matrices

Matrix name

Rehovot

Shiﬂat Lod

Rishon

Ein Kerem

Yartan 4

Yartan 5

Number of wells n

5

7

6

6

4

5

Number of years m

45

46

46

46

48

33

Number of missing records μ

10

26

17

22

0

0

Number of test entries τ

5

7

6

6

10, 18, 24

10, 16, 24

First year of records

1961

1960

1960

1960

1962

1977

Last year of records

2005

2005

2005

2005

2009

2009

Table 3

|

Formal and virtual objective function values (m)

Matrix
Objective

Rehovot m ¼ 45, n ¼ 5,

Shiﬂat Lod m ¼ 46, n ¼ 7,

Rishon m ¼ 46, n ¼ 6,

Ein Kerem m ¼ 46, n ¼ 6,

Method

function

μ ¼ 10, τ ¼ 5.

μ ¼ 26, τ ¼ 7.

μ ¼ 17, τ ¼ 6.

μ ¼ 22, τ ¼ 6.

B0

Formal
Virtual

2.06
3.19

15.90
18.62

14.17
16.44

451.62
456.04

Additive model

Formal
Virtual

1.05
1.61

0.40
0.25

1.21
1.36

5.82
7.01

B1

Formal
Virtual

0.88
1.48

0.40
0.19

1.79
1.56

6.00
6.96

B2

Formal
Virtual

0.60
1.89

0.26
0.18*

0.42
0.95

3.71
7.18

B3

Formal
Virtual

0.25
0.31

0.17
0.42

0.31
0.63*

2.33
5.41*

B4

Formal
Virtual

0.12
0.19*

0.11
0.51

0.23
0.87

1.25
7.52

B5

Formal
Virtual

0.00
0.19*

0.07
0.53

0.13
0.68

0.70
11.15

B6

Formal
Virtual

0.03
0.28

0.00
0.68

0.00
11.03

B7

Formal
Virtual

0.00
0.27

ICR

Virtual

0.73

6.96

0.35
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The experiments with the ﬁrst four test matrices are
summarized in Table 3. Consider, for example, the exper-

Number of entries in the test
set

iments with the Rishon matrix. Running the additive
model method on this matrix results in a formal objective

Method

Objective function

τ ¼ 10

τ ¼ 18

τ ¼ 24

B0

Formal
Virtual

13.97
13.27

13.87
14.53

13.93
13.94

value of 1.21, while the related value of the virtual objective
function is 1.36. Similarly, when using the new method on
the Rishon matrix, the matrix B3 results in a formal objective

Additive model

Formal
Virtual

0.41
0.67

0.41
0.59

0.40
0.58

function of 0.31 and a virtual objective function value of

B1

Formal
Virtual

0.38
0.62

0.38
0.55

0.39
0.49

for the Rishon matrix. The ICR method gave a virtual

B2

Formal
Virtual

0.10
0.28*

0.10
0.23*

0.08
0.30*

iments in Table 3 clearly illustrate the usefulness of the

B3

Formal
Virtual

0.06
0.60

0.06
0.53

0.04
0.39

B4

Formal
Virtual

0.00
0.60

0.00
0.53

0.00
0.38

onstration of the above advantage of the new method. In

ICR

Virtual

0.28*

0.23*

0.30*

addition, these experiments enable us to see how the

0.63. The last value is the smallest virtual value obtained
value of 0.73, which is slightly above that value. The experproposed method for determining a value of k for which
Bk achieves the best imputing.
The experiments in Tables 4 and 5 provide a further dem-

number of missing entries affects the imputing process. For
Table 5

|

this purpose we have used the matrices Yartan 4 and
Formal and virtual objective function values (m) for the Yartan 5 matrix, m ¼ 33,
n ¼ 5, μ ¼ 0

Yartan 5 with three different values of τ. (Recall that τ denotes
the number of entries in the test set.) In these matrices μ ¼ 0,

Number of entries in the test
set

so the overall number of missing entries equals τ. Let us consider, for example, the experiments on the Yartan 4 matrix

Method

Objective function

τ ¼ 10

τ ¼ 16

τ ¼ 24

when τ ¼ 18. In this case the matrix B2 results in a formal

B0

Formal
Virtual

14.28
14.30

14.25
14.52

14.20
14.74

objective function value of 0.10 and a virtual objective func-

Additive model

Formal
Virtual

0.53
0.59

0.52
0.67

0.44
1.00

which is shared with the ICR algorithm. Similarly, let us con-

B1

Formal
Virtual

0.61
0.79

0.63
0.63

0.53
1.16

virtual value, 0.34, is obtained for B2.

B2

Formal
Virtual

0.17
0.29*

0.17
0.34*

0.15
0.75*

displayed in Figures 1 and 2. In these ﬁgures each curve

B3

Formal
Virtual

0.09
0.29*

0.09
0.47

0.07
1.05

refers to a different well, and the imputed values are

B4

Formal
Virtual

0.05
0.89

0.05
0.64

0.02
1.19

Ein-Kerem matrix, using B3. (The measured water levels of

B5

Formal
Virtual

0.00
0.88

0.00
0.64

0.00
1.19

ﬁgure considers the Yartan 4 matrix with τ ¼ 18, using B2.

ICR

Virtual

0.47

0.37

0.75*

tion value of 0.23. The last value is a minimal virtual value,
sider the Yartan 5 matrix with τ ¼ 16. In this case the minimal
Graphical presentation of the imputed water levels are

marked with bold characters. The ﬁrst ﬁgure considers the
the wells in Figure 1 are displayed in Table 1.) The second
These ﬁgures clearly illustrate the ability of the new method
to achieve satisfactory imputing.
The current experiments use typical records of annual

approximating matrix and, therefore, only the related vir-

water levels, which were taken from the archive of the Hydro-

tual values are computed. The starred ﬁgures denote

logical Service of Israel. The statistical approach suggests

minimal values of the virtual objective function. The smal-

further tests, with various scenarios of missing data. Such as

lest value of the formal objective function is always

‘missing at random’ and ‘not missing at random’. However,

obtained for Bn.

this interesting issue is left for future research.
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Figure 1

|

Imputing the Ein_Kerm matrix. Each curve refers to a different well, with imputed values marked in bold.

Figure 2

|

Imputing the Yartan-4 matrix. Each curve refers to a different well, with imputed values marked in bold.
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found successful in many modern areas, but it has not yet
been used in hydrology. Hence, one aim of this paper is to

The need for imputing missing records of annual ground-

introduce the matrix approach and to demonstrate its useful-

water data arises in many applications. Traditional

ness. Indeed our experiments illustrate the ability of the new

approaches for handling this problem are based on statisti-

method to achieve satisfactory imputation of missing

cal techniques for treating missing data. In this paper we

groundwater observations.

introduce a different approach, one that is based on matrix

The method proposed in this paper is based on three

properties of the data matrix. The new approach has been

important innovations. The ﬁrst is a gradual rank increasing
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process that efﬁciently builds a sequence of matrices, Bk,
k ¼ 1, 2, 3, …, where Bk is a rank-k matrix that solves (1).
The second innovation regards the construction of a ‘virtual
objective function’ that measures the quality of the imputed
entries. This enables us to build a related sequence, Vk, k ¼
1, 2, 3, …, where Vk reﬂects the ability of Bk to estimate the
missing entries in A. The third innovation is an effective rule
for choosing an optimal value of k, for which Bk achieves
the best imputing. As we have seen, the virtual values, V1,
V2, …, stop decreasing after a few iterations, and the optimal
value of k is that for which Vk attains its smallest value.
Another beneﬁt of using a ‘virtual objective function’ is
that it enables us to compare the performance of different
methods. This point is illustrated in our experiments,
which compare the additive model, the ICR algorithm,
and the new method.
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